MULLER'S RATCHET AND THE ADVANTAGE OF SEX IN THE RNA VIRUS ϟ6.
Population genetic models have shown that if genetic drift is strong and the rate of deleterious mutations is high, Muller's ratchet provides an advantage to sex. A previous study tested for the possibility that Muller's ratchet could work in RNA viruses, which are known to have very high mutation rates. Muller's ratchet was found to operate when lineages of the RNA bacteriophage φ6 were subjected to intensified genetic drift. The study did not determine, however, whether sex is advantageous to these viruses. We have examined whether sex can reverse the effects of Muller's ratchet by crossing nine φ6 lineages that were subjected to the ratchet in Chao's study. To determine whether there was a net advantage to sex, we analyzed the effect of crossing three lineages to all other lineages. Crossing increased significantly the fitness of two lineages, but it did not significantly affect the fitness of the third lineage. We argue that the minimal advantage of sex to these nine lineages is small, but positive. These results provide a possible scenario for the evolution of sex in an RNA phage like φ6.